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INTRODUCTION 
ion of a three-part briefing report 
s of three Assembly Revenue and Taxation 
Hearings held during the fall of 1983. The 
was to review remaining important 
state and federal law in the area of personal 
ifornia Legislature took major steps to simplify 
1 tax and achieve a higher of con-
1 income tax statutes. 
Chapter 488, and SB 813 (Hart), Chapter 498, 
significant structural changes in the state's 
tax by referencing state law to the Federal 
Revenue , with only the differences between two 
out our law. They also brought well over 400 individ-
conformity with federal treatment. 
measures were the results of a year-long effort of 
by a public sector/private sector 
Task Force appointed by the Chairman of the 
and Taxation Committee, followed by a s of 
ngs. 
efforts, all the differences between state 
income tax law existing in 1983 were 
one of three categories: 
These were items deemed by the 
appropriate for conformity. The 
sary tatutory changes were made in either AB 36 or 
3, and are now law. 
These are areas of the tax code 
s for conformity because the state 
structures are incompatible, revenue loss 
ty would outweigh all possible offsets, con-
be impractical, or the item represents a 
reso legislative issue. These items are now 
out in the state code as exceptions to federal 
1 
has 
are 
war-
so-cal "selec-
tive" income since the enact-
ment of the state personal 
Since 
to 
process. 
to adopt 
to meet 
returns. 
It 
Burden of 
1983 Task 
0 
s 
needs. 
1933. 
le, but exercises its 
through the regular 
s maintains the 
federal counterpart, in 
and staff operating 
Committee 
changes immedi-
to recommend to the Legislature 
slation has 
change. 
Income Tax 
above 
ral conformity issued 
s List of Assembly 
~~~~~~----~---
2 
• 
• 
are in mind whi 
The focus of 
been on 
sic structural differ-
law is federal law 
individuals and corpor-
ffering tax rates) , while 
separate Personal Income Tax 
unincorporated 
Tax Law is 
s been aimed at simplifying income tax 
individuals and have been limited to 
tax. However, many of the items 
report have in the Bank and 
con on any of these 
needs to be given to whether conform-
income side alone makes sense, or 
change should be made bank and 
Income Tax Code Now Adopted . 
remember that, since the enactment of AB 36 
state personal income tax code is reorgan-
shortened. The Revenue and Taxation 
this report are to the new 
pre-1983 Code. 
As Revenue and Taxation Com-
David Doerr, Linda lson and Ann 
project coordination of Ellen Worcester. 
stance was provided by the Franchise Tax Board 
Dan Converse, John Pavalasky and Al Desin. 
commentary were provided by tax 
Vance Hansen, Helmke, Mary Jane 
, Claudia Land, Pete Pierson and Dan 
3 
• 
CHAPTER 1 
DEDUCTIONS FOR CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 
4 
I 
CHAPTER 1 
DEDUCTIONS FOR CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 
on 
allows taxpayers who itemize deductions to deduct 
to charitable organiz up to a limit of 50% of 
1 law also allows nonitemizers to deduct 
of total contributions up to a limit of 50% 
taxpayers who itemize to deduct such con-
to a 1 of 20% of AGI and, beginning in 1984, 
zers to deduct the percentage of total contribu-
federal law up to a limit of 20% of AGI 
federal limitations on contributions would 
revenue loss of $45 million. 
of AGI, as described in 
in an annual revenue loss of approxi-
1 conformity, by requiring use of the federal 
AGI, as described in Comment #4, would produce an 
of about $5 million. 
1 Law 
Revenue Code Sections 63 and 170. 
2 and through 1986, federal law provides that 
not itemize may deduct a specific percentage of 
contributions from gross income. 
5 
For a few 
charitab 
excess of 50% 
for the 50% 1 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxat 
The and 
ze, 
1984 
25% 
$300 
$ 75 
is 50% of AGI. 
llar 
19 4 
25% 
$3 0 
s 75 
6 
1985 1986 
50% 100% 
50% of AGI 
5% of AGI 
50% of AGI 
50% of AGI 
of chari-
types of organiza-
, l on 
of AGI or the 
qualifying 
17240, 17241, 17073 {a). 
1 
985 
5 % 
20% 
10% 
984 through 1986, 
i percentage of 
ts are: 
1986 
100% 
of AGI 20% of AGI 
of AGI 20% of AGI 
a deduction for 
of AGI. 
are same 
of the Federal Tax 
then-30% cap was 
available to some 
ished connection 
revenue the 
sion zers in 1981 to 
standard deduction an incentive to 
contributions. 
many years. 
deduction 
issue of contribu-
law, the 
after 1986. 
are j 
decision-making 
as a way of delib-
welfare and cultur-
subsidization 
formed at public 
for the 
otherwise be 
amount of allowable deductions from 
20% of AGI, increase the amount of 
major tax incent s will come from 
1 law. There is no 
impact of a state tax 
Department, there are many 
giving. These lude: 
generosity, 
To the extent 
charitable 
tax treatment of 
repercussion on 
are largely 
the importance of the economic 
to distinguish from that 
incentive. There is reason 
, that noneconomic motivations 
7 
level of giving. 
that studies 
charitable contributions 
tax treatment and the 
have been successful 
half of the observed 
4. 
Conformity would help simplify tax computations for those 
taxpayers who more than 20% of their income to 
ty. However, due to f calculation of AGI, 
even if the state conforms to limit, the dollar 
amount which could be deducted will usually be different, 
unless language was adopted to allow taxpayers to use their 
federal AGI as a ca lation base. s was done when the 
slature conformed to federal law on casualty loss and 
medical expense deductions earlier this year.) 
A step toward partial conformity would be to retain the 
state's 20% of AGI limitation, but use the federal measure of 
AGI. The revenue from this approach (shown in the Fis-
cal Effect box) results because federal AGI is typically 
lower than state AGI, causing some taxpayers to reach the 
maximum limit sooner than they now do. 
5. Who Would Benefit 
Conformity would generally benefit upper-middle and upper 
income taxpayers who can afford to give away more than 20% of 
ir income in a given year. 
6. Conformity Would Cause Higher Federal Taxes 
The Franchise 
of conformity 
government 
Californ 
Tax Board estimates 40% to 50% of the benefits 
to the federal on this issue would 
higher federal taxes (due to the reduction of 
income tax deduction) . 
7. Previous Efforts to Conform 
The Taxation Committee studied this issue during 
its hearing on conformity and decided against 
conformity. Measures to con were introduced in 1972 (to 
lly con and in 1973. failed passage. 
Prepared By: lson 
8 
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CHAPTER 1 
DEDUCTIONS FOR CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 
b. Transportation Expenses 
Suw~ary of Differences Between State and Federal Law 
allows a deduction for transportation 
mile, made incident to the donation of 
table organization. 
a deduction for such transportation expenses up 
State law sunsets after 1984 • 
federal regulation would result in a 
revenue gain. 
1 Law 
State Law 
Regulation 1.170A-1(g) and Revenue Proce-
lations, unreimbursed expenditures made inci-
ion of services to a charitable organization 
deduction, including out-of-pocket transporta-
donating services or 9¢ per mile. 
Code Sections 17240(b) (1) and 17242. 
ion of out-of-pocket transportation 
amount equal to 10¢ per mile. The code states 
1 regulation is revised to exceed this rate, 
1 be increased as well. State law sunsets 
1. Rationale For Conformity 
probably use the federal 9¢ per mile figure on 
federal returns, because they don't realize 
different or because it is not worth their time 
for the 1¢ per mile higher deduction allowable 
9 
When the state sunsets after 1984, California will auto-
matically be conformity with law in this area 
unless new state legislation is adopted. 
2. Other Transportation Deductions 
For both state and federal returns, taxpayers currently may 
deduct "out-of-pocket" expenses for transportation primarily 
for and essential to medical care to and from the doctor, 
hospital, etc., or the standard rate of 9¢ per mile. 
Business related mileage may be deducted at 20¢ per mile for 
the first 15,000 business mi s driven during the year and 
11¢ per mile for the excess over 15,000 miles, but these 
rates are designed to include automobile depreciation. 
Prepared By: Linda Wilson 
10 
CHAPTER 2 
OTHER ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS 
11 
1 
CHAPTER 2 
OTHER ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS 
Expenses Deduct 
permit an itemized deduction for 
major differences are: 
Federal law permits a deduction only 
of "children with special needs". 
lows a similar deduction adoption costs 
to place" children, and a more limited deduction 
adoptees. 
The California deduction is $500 for 
or $1,000 for other returns, while the 
is $1,500 per child. (The California 
non-"special" children is for costs in 
excess of 3% of AGI; federal law has no comparable provi-
s ) 
Law 
Sect 222. 
was no federal deduction allowed for adop-
Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981 established an item-
ified expenses in connection with the 
with special needs". Deductible expenses 
necessary adoption fees, court costs, 
"directly related" costs. Double bene-
prohibited. 
needs" is one which the state has deter-
not be returned to his parent's home and 
(such as ethnic background, age, physical 
make placement without adoption 
12 
is to $1,500 per ld. 
Current State Law 
Revenue 
Except 
deduct 
of AGI. 
sing 
$500 
Code Sect 17211. 
below} , the 
s excess of 3% 
for joint returns, 
returns, and may not exceed 
returns. 
A deduction the costs of a " to place" child is 
allowed in lieu of deduction, without regard to the 3% 
of AGI threshold. The maximum ion and eligible expenses 
are same as above. A "hard to " ld is the same as a 
"child with spec needs" r 
Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Narrower 
Conforming to federal 
California tax 
of non-"hard to p 
AGI who now would 
ligible. 
Cali 
costs 
(agency, 
from $200 to a 
3 
or eliminating 
Adoptive parents 
excess of 3% of 
would become 
while the state 
ls note that legal 
by type of 
intercountry) . 
dol s. 
adopt 
equitable treat-
The rationale was that 
1 costs of having a 
ld then in 
not medical costs 
s not contain 
t'Vorcester 
14 
sed to 5% 
costs to 
ect to the 5% 
tax bene 
each separ-
s wou irninate 
also be a move away 
to place 
federal 
the incen-
to flu-
Commit-
items federal 
1 adopt provi-
s was not to conform to 
a 
tax 
Law 
CHAPTER 2 
OTHER ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS 
s 
sharing costs, 
se costs are not deductible on the 
of several million 
- No provision. 
costs, nor are regu 
Section 17223. 
zed deductions for: 
transit ses, as de ned, purchased 
or his dependents, principally in 
$7 month for each pass pur-
ligible for the deduc-
taxpayer or his depen-
this state, in a private or 
vanpool, 1 or subscription taxi-
, not to exceed $7 per month per person. 
tax 1983 through 1987. 
does not allow normal commuting 
15 
A 
gas 
standards 
ly 
Alternat 
1 
SB 32 
f ls 
s 
consumption, air 
additional 
is 
ign oil 
allowable 
quali-
ly 
and 
investing 
benefits 
was 
federal 
That 
efforts 
r quality and 
acute 
11% 
is que 
s a suf 
commuting behavior. 
r, 
• 
are able to claim the 
those who itemize 
who use trans 
purchase month-
not Further, car 
In , res s of small 
areas not served by transit or 
s cannot claim this deduction 
Worcester 
17 
For example, are 
could be funded 
provide more opportu-
results? 
Energy Commission are 
by October 1, 1984 on 
number 
ing energy savings. 
Revenue 
CHAPTER 2 
OTHER ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS 
No 
ss Use of Horne 
the horne, 
exclu-
be deduct-
care 
use rule 
s homeowner's 
ss costs may be 
for both ss and 
treatment is provided for day 
use test with re to 
homeowner's exemption would produce a 
Conformity on the day care exemp-
a very negligible loss. 
Section 280A. 
1 ru taxpayers are allowed no 
lling unit used by the taxpayer 
general rule for expenses attribut-
residence is exclusively and 
's princ l place of business. 
expenses from any portion of 
taxpayer's trade or business in 
care services, where the "exclusive" test 
formula is provided to compute the 
of the residence is not used exclu-
18 
Current State Law 
Reve 2 3. 
9 
and 
, this 
homeowner's 
s or resi-
with 
the 
ral Law 
was changed to the 
Law {except the spe-
was later, in 
s 
1977 
1976 federal change 
Current Californ Law. 
for homeowner's exemp-
and Commit-
s 
th respect 
may 
Legislature since 
because the 
and the IRS 
administra-
that in many cases, 
which were directly 
and neces-
expenses did not 
costs incurred as a 
home. Thus, expenses 
personal, living, and 
into deductib business 
an of home siness expense 
20 
One of 
from 
E 
's departure 
home busi-
Home 
care rvices from the exclusive 
ss groups have come forward to 
test. Does s icate 
noted 1977 have been suffi-
wou be justified 
1 Benefits to Renters? 
2 
1 federal for comput-
of home, in that Califor-
set as particular rooms 
to be able to claim the 
l treatment is not pro-
for iness purposes. 
use rule is 
simply 
l residence 
tionable with 
are exempted in 
but on the very 
treatment state 
1 Revenue 
CHAPTER 2 
OTHER ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS 
s For 
to $25,000 
s. 
if ordinary and nee-
ss. 
an annua 
t.ax only). 
0 
1 on the effect conformity in the bank 
tax. 
Sect 162 
was a 
incurred 
and e 
sion will 
263. 
1 1 deduction 
in removing architectural 
ly (Internal Revenue Code 
no longer be effect in 1983 
deduction, the general provisions 
of such costs will apply. Mainten-
w~ .. v~s of a bus ss may be deducted in the 
expenditure--i.e., those that add to the 
or prolong s life--are added to the capi-
is) of the property, depreciated over 
1 expenses private residences or 
deducted or depreciated. 
22 
43 3. 
or 
of 
rs. 
s, 
of 
• 
4 
as 
s 
costs of 
each case the 
of barriers 
ldren, if 
1% 
And 
or ir 
for home or 
lows: 
a loan to 
that 
(c) 
1 
s item may be one 
differing treatment 
corporation 
upon laps of 
will be 
nesses 
costs. 
Prepared 
s 
The 
does 
remodel must be 
s not enhance the 
of current st,ate are 
laws. 1 and 
ls 
25 
CHAPTER 3 
TAX CREDITS 
26 
I 
CHAPTER 3 
TAX CREDITS 
context of 1 conformi-
27 
for 
cons 
(for , 
into account, 
l. 
s, some 
be appropriate, for 
tax credits.) 
s chapter on 
ly on the 
credits, rather 
tax crec'l 
level. 
can be 
T s -Lo 
f Tax 
II. 
Tax 
State Tax as % of 
Federal t 
t 
*NOTE: 
IMPACT 
ON CREDITS 
$ 4, 53 
00 
15% 
s 6 
$ 4,093 
.4% 
$ 00 
15 
$ 0 
$ 
$25,000 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
6% 
720 
17% 
400 
15% 
60 
660 
8.3% 
400 
3% 
20% 
12 
708 
1. 7% 
be same on state 
ffering definitions 
s as is used 
CHAPTER 3 
TAX CREDITS 
Care t 
, as to both eligibili 
would re in an annual 
1 
to federal , 
probably result 
of $25 to $40 11 
Law 
44A. 
is allowed 
expenses pa 
eligible, 
15 
imed; or 
0 
in 
revenue 
a i 
of ing 
taxpayer must maintain 
whom a dependency 
s phys 1 or mental incapab of 
herself and to whom the taxpayer con-
half of support; or 
if he or is physically or 
for him or herself. 
loyment-related expenses to which the 
$2,400 one ld or dependent and 
one child or dependent. The credit is equal 
lated expenses for taxpayers with a 
29 
AGI. I is 
reof) ove 10,000 
AGis of over $28,000 
are el 
Current State Law 
1% 
1 
each $2,000 of AGI 
ses to 20% 
s of a 
Revenue Taxat Sect 17052.6. 
A nonre of 3% of 
al The credit is 
each $100 of AGI over $15,000. 
is $20,000 or more. 
$2,000 one ld $4,000 
lated expenses is 
of the amount of credit for 
, no credit is allowed if AGI 
amount of qualifying expenses is 
for two or more children or 
Other s of state law are same as 1 lav.1. 
Federal 
In 1981 
not 
size. 
0 
a cred for some portion of 
s is consistent 
income should 
f Benefits 
for certain 
977, California 
new Federal 
taxpayers. Cali-
denying eligibil-
California also 
concentrates bene-
are less 
taxpayers 
work, rath-
to increase maximum 
of t available to 
amount for 
two laws are now con-
decided 
1 
tax 
ral 
• s $2, 00 and I 
son 
1 
I 
CHAPTER 3 
TAX CREDITS 
b. ltural I Equipment 
and Federal Law 
allows a 1 ted tax credit for the cost of certain 
1 irrigation equipment. is no comparab 
produce minor revenue gains. According to 
figures available from the Franchise Tax 
312 ls claimed the personal income 
tax credit for the 1982 year for a state revenue 
loss of $146,071. 
110 corporations claimed the credit for the 
1981 income year for a state revenue loss of 
s not inc an agricultural irrigation equipment 
al a 10% investment tax credit for such 
46(c) Internal Revenue Code). 
Current State Law 
Revenue Code Sections 17052.7 and 23602. 
nllows a personal and bank and corporation 
the cost of certain irrigation equipment on agri~ 
'rhe amount of credit is 10% of cost or $500, 
is less, and appl s to equipment which results in 
water usage installed on California land which was culti-
and i during any growth season during the years 
through 1976. The land must be owned and controlled by the 
32 
This 
an AGI 
more 
must receive 75% of income from farming 
500,000 or s. The credit may apply separ-
one taxpayer, except spouses. 
irrigation 
systems, pipelines 
, and all water 
and 1 of 
t sunsets January 1, 1986. 
Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Double Tax Rel f 
Under both state and federal law, taxpayers are allowed a 
deduction for depreciation of irrigation systems if the prop-
erty is held for use in a trade or business or is held for 
the production of income. The credit is allowed in addition 
to the deduction; thus, in taking the deduction for irriga-
tion equipment \¥hich qualifies for the credit, the basis of 
the property is not reduced. 
2. Need For The Credit 
The purpose of the irrigation equipment credit, enacted 
during the California drought in 1977, was to encourage far-
mers to purchase water-conserving irrigation systems. This 
tax break recognized that during a drought period, farm 
Is 
may be ss than in a normal year, making it difficult 
to accumulate the necessary capital to invest in 
equipment. 
11 to encourage and assist farmers 
water-conserving equipment? 
cost of c under the program since the 
ear existence are as follows: 
Returns 
f c 
Returns 
Claims Amount 
Total C Amount 
(Revenue Loss) 
1 - Not le 
1977 
521 
$211,000 
$216,098 
33 
1978 
309 
$ 98,000 
30 
11,920 
$109,920 
1981 
972 
$279,275 
110 
47,593 
$326,868 
1982 
312 
$146,071 
I 
3. Identical Credit in Bank and Corporation Tax Law 
Revenue and Taxation Code Section 23602 provides an identical 
The committee may wi to consider 
of both sections. 
4. Incentive Value of The Credit 
cost of installing a drip irrigation system was approx-
$1,000 per acre in 1980, although this figure varies 
type of crop. Farmers typically install 20 to 100 acre 
at one time, resulting in investments of many thou-
of 1 
5. Who Bene s? 
In 1981, more than 80% of tax relief offered 
r income tax credit went to taxpayers with AGis of 
over $40,000 
lson 
34 
CHAPTER 3 
TAX CREDITS 
c 1 Fuel Conversion 
Cali a allows a tax credit of 55% of cost of a 
converts a car or truck to use fuel containing at st 85% 
Current 
or ethanol. ral law no such credit. 
would produce minor 
to the se Tax 
returns were filed 
$602,079. 
, for the 1982 
1 
income 
tax 
1981 income year, c ims were filed under 
and corporation section for a loss of $167,795. 
1 Law 
Internal Revenue Code - No sion. 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxat 
1 
lude a credit for the cost of convers 
1 fuel. 
Code Sect 17052.11 and 23603. 
personal income tax and bank and corpor-
of the cost of a device that converts a 
containing at least 85% methanol or 
le in year of installation, is 
vehic , and is scheduled to sunset 
of unused credit is allowed. 
for State Credit 
se of the credit is to encourage the conversion of 
1 use, thereby encouraging the growth 
fuel production industry. 
35 
Use of a 1 ls is not yet competitive with use of 
gasoline, due to the 1 avai lity of these 
ls and partially due to relatively low gasoline prices. 
The typical cost of convert a c to use of alcohol 
1 is $1,000 to $2,000. 
2. Other Special Tax Treatment of Alcohol Fuels 
are a number of other special tax provis relative 
to alcohol s: 
a. Federal law. A 30¢-40¢ per llon credit is 
available to certain persons producing alcohol 
fuels or using a trade or business. 
There is also a fuel exemption from the 4¢ gaso-
line excise tax (1 beginning 1984) for alco-
hol fuels. 
b. State law. A partial (3¢) sa s tax exemption 
for gasohol is operative through 1983. AB 1030 
(Boatwright) proposes continuing this exemption 
through 1985. That bill passed the Legislature. 
It should be noted that fuel blends which constitute gasohol 
do not always require vehicle conversion. 
3. Identical Credit in Bank and Corporation Tax Law 
Section 23603 of the Revenue 
an identical credit for 
to consider conformity in 
Code provides for 
The committee may wish 
of both sections. 
4. Some Conversion Costs Already Deductible 
For vehicles used for business purposes, costs of conversion 
are ready deductible as a cost of doing business. The 
value of the deduction depends on the tax bracket of the 
individual (1-11%) or corporation (9.6%). Should these tax-
payers be eligible for both ions and a credit? Should 
depreciable basis be reduced by amount of the credit? 
lson 
36 
• Con 
Current 
CHAPTER 3 
TAX CREDITS 
lows a tax 
an employer-sponsored 
s no comparab 
minor 
to the Franchise Tax 
2,029 sonal come tax returns were 
for 1982 taxable a 
loss of $231,042. 
Four returns were filed by corporations 
for a ss of $41,230. 
Law 
Revenue Code - No Provis 
cost of 
program. 
no 
However, 
for the cost of s u 
8 % 
stment tax is available 
1986 a commuter highway 
of transporting employees to and 
Current State Law 
Revenue Sect 17053 and 23605. 
, in the personal and bank and cor-
credit for 20% of the cost of certain vehi-
voluntary ridesharing 
Ca fornia. The 
cost of purcha vehicles, the year of 
annual payments (excluding operating 
or contract arrangement. The cost basis 
be reduced by amount of the credit. 
37 
The provides detailed rules for qualifying programs and 
detailed definitions of categories of vehicles that 
qualify for the credit: 
2 Company commuter bus or van (50% program usage required}. 
3. Company motor pool vehicle. 
If the credit exceeds net tax, the unused portion may be carried 
over to succeeding years until the credit is used. 
The credit, established in 1981, is scheduled to sunset on 
January 1, 1987. 
Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Purpose of the Credit 
This credit was enacted in 1981 to provide incentives to 
employers for providing ridesharing programs for employees. 
Benefits of ridesharing include reduced energy consumption, 
air pollution and highway congestion~ reduced need for addi-
tional capacity on existing roads; and reduced dependency on 
foreign oil sources. 
2. Other Tax Benefits for Ridesharing Available 
Under federal law, commuter highway vehicles are eligible for 
the 10% investment tax credit, as well as for accelerated 
cost recovery (rapid depreciation) over five years. Inter-
action with the state credit allows a combined credit of 30%. 
In addition: 
• California allows normal depreciation of 
assets. 
• Employers may deduct ordinary and necessary 
expenses incurred a trade or business 
under both state and federal 
• California allows an itemized deduction for 
the cost of participation by the taxpayer or 
dependents in this state a private or 
emplyer-sponsored vanpool, buspool or sub-
scription taxipool, not to exceed $7 per 
month per person (See ) . 
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3. Identical Credit in Bank and Corporation Tax Law 
Section 23605 of the Revenue and Taxation Code provides for 
an identical credit for corporations. The committee may wi 
to consider conformity in the context of both sections. 
4. Few Claims led 
In 1981, the first year of the credit, 
were filed. 1982 statistics are not 
Prepared By: Linda Wilson 
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available. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TAX CREDITS 
e. (Head of Status) 
fornia law allows a personal 1 of the 
first dependent of 
does not al 
qualifies 
a dependent credit for the 
as 11 head of 
to be c 
f household, 
dependent who 
Federal law 
allows 
etc.) • 
only. 
$10 million revenue loss would re 
extra dependent credit for 
allowing 
of households. 
11 revenue gain would 
to the structure of 
credit for a head of household to 
single taxpayer. 
f Ca fornia 
by decreasing 
same amount as 
vs Credit 
AGI personal 
California law allows 
(Prior to 1967, 
to credits because 
to all taxpayers, 
are allowed for taxpayer, spouse and 
amounts, depending on status as a single 
taxpayer ling jointly, of household, 
federal law have dif tax rate schedules for 
s. 
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of househo as an individual who main-
household principal place of abode of an 
ind who is within specified classes of relationship. 
(Unrelated individuals even though one may fur-
chief to an exemption credit for 
) . 
The of household c ssificat is s under both 
federal and state law. 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code Section 151. 
Under federal law, if a taxpayer is allowed head of household 
status, he or she c ims the dependency deduction for each depen-
dent. 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxation Code Section 17054. 
California law, if a taxpayer is allowed of household 
status, he or she may not claim the dependency deduction for the 
f st dependent required to qualify the taxpayer as head of 
household. 
a. Federal Law 
Under federal law, a head of household receives the same 
exemption as a single taxpayer ($1,000). Thus, a head of 
househo with 3 dependents c 
One 
hold. 
$1,000 
$3,000 
personal exemption 
$1,000 for 3 dependents 
is al the house-
State Law 
California law, a head of household receives the 
1 exempt credit which is equivalent to the 
granted to s filing jointly. 
Thus, of 3 dependents claims: 
$76 
$24 
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1 
for 2 dependents 
Again, one ion is al 
household. California law is 
that the taxpayer and spouse 
Both state and 
credits. 
ld is va 
person in the 
on assumption 
should be higher 
credit 
As 
deduct 
not to 
es 
issue of California con to the federal 
s previous chosen 
state law could be chang-
, which the Legis 
are two other ways 
to conformi 
a. could simply allow dependent to be 
b. 
a of househo s would re in a 
annual revenue s would mean 
s of household actua would receive a "wind-
fall" credit because a credit wou granted for a non-
existent person. 
By: 
conform to structure of 1 
head of househo 
single taxpayer, and al 
s would result in a $ 
heads of households 
dependent rather 
to $38, the 
dependent to be 
0 llion ga to the 
would be allowed $12 
$38. 
heads of ld with one 
expenses as a result of that dependent 
$26 extra ($38-$12=$26) 
lson 
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CHAPTER 3 
TAX CREDITS 
f. Credit For Producing Fuels 
Summary of Differences Between State and Federal Law 
Federal law allows a tax credit for the stic production of 
oil, gas and synthetic fuels derived from nonconventional 
sources. Federal law also allows a credit to persons producing 
alcohol ls or using such fuels in a trade or business. State 
law al no such credits. 
revenue loss. 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code Sections 44D and 44E. 
1. Fuel Production From Nonconventional Sources 
A nonrefundab tax credit is allowed for the domestic 
production of oil, gas and synthetic fuels derived from 
nonconventional sources (e.g., shale tar sands, coal seams, 
and ssured brine) and sold to nonrelated persons. The 
lly $3 per 5.8 million BTUs (energy equiva-
lent of one barrel of oil) produced and sold from facilities 
or wells drilled after 1979 and before 
1990. Such fuels must be sold before 2001. 
of certain natural gases from noncommercial 
sources, however, may not claim the credit if they elect an 
incentive price for the gas under the Natural Gas Policy Act 
of 1978. 
2. Alcohol Used As A Fuel 
Federal law allows a nonrefundable credit to certain persons 
producing alcohol fuels or using them in a trade or business. 
The credit is 40¢ per gallon for alcohol of at least 90 proof 
and 30¢ per gallon for alcohol of from 150 to 190 proof. 
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199 . 
Current State Law 
Revenue s 
Cali 
2. Re s 
1 
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CHAPTER 3 
TAX CREDITS 
g Poli 1 Contributions 
Summary of Differences Between State and Federal Law 
Federal provides a credit of up to $50 per person for speci-
types of political contributions. Californ law permits a 
deduction of up to $100 per person for i 1 contributions. 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
Conformity to the federal credit would result in an annual 
net revenue loss of $10 million. s is comprised of a 
$2 million gain from elimination of the California deduction 
and a $12 million loss from adoption of federal credit.) 
Fiscal effect of partial conformity options are described in 
Comment #3. 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code Section 41. 
Federal law lows a credit of 50% of total contributions, up to 
a maximum credit of $50 ($100 on joint returns), to: 
- a candidate for federal, state, or local elective office in 
a , general or special elect 
- a news 
z or committee organized exclusive to sup-
or more candidates for federal, state or local 
office; 
1, state or local committee of a national politi-
; 
fund. 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxation Code Sections 17240(b) (2) and 17245. 
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Cali 
2. 
The 
payers in 
not itemize 
deduction to 
value of 
{a) 
create 
(1 
(2 
lue 
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s 
$100 
s. 
returns). There 
that no de-
as 
the 
to 
by 
on the deduc-
impact 
tax-
who do 
than a 
one's tax burden 
a change 
more taxpayers 
to make 
credit (20 percent of 
credit to $10 
return, (20 percent 
s from con-
$0.5 mil-
$2.5 Ilion 
llion gain 
This would 
and a 
• 
(b) Another alternative is to allow a 50 percent credit (same 
as federal), but limit the total amount to $10 ($20 
joint). This would create the following results: 
(1) A single taxpayer making political contributions 
totaling $20 or less would receive the entire amount 
as federal and state tax credits of 50 percent each. 
(2) A married couple making political contributions 
totaling $40 or less would receive the entire amount 
as federal and state tax credits of 50 percent each. 
This alternative would increase the net revenue loss 
of $0.5 million of option (a), by an unknown, but 
probably minor amount • 
4. Type of Contribution Issue 
Federal law limits the types of contributions which are elig-
ible. These limitations exclude committees or organizations 
which support initiatives. State law includes all political 
contributions. 
Total conformity would limit the types of contributions elig-
ible for the credit. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TAXATION OF DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST 
a. Net Interest Exc 
Summary of Difference Between State and Federal Law 
Beginning 1985, federal law will al 
income taxation for "net interest". 
In 
tion. 
1, under state law, interest 
~1 Effect of Conformity 
an exc ion from 
is subject to taxa-
I ~nformity would result in a $75 1 I 1985-86, growing moderately thereafter revenue loss in 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code Section 128. 
1985, a federal interest exc 
15 percent of the lesser of: 
will be allowed, 
(1) $3,000 ($6,000 on a joint return), or 
2) The taxpayer's net interest year. 
is to restrict the maximum deduction to $450 ($900 on 
a jo return). Net interest is defined as the excess of inter-
est received over interest expense. "Interest expense" does not 
st or accrued on an indebtedness incurred in 
taxpayer's trade or business, or home mortgage interest. 
st income qualify net interest exclu-
(1) interest on deposits with banks, savings and loan asso-
ciations, and similar financial institutions; 
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(2) as interest, paid on 
, or withdrawable or repur-
savings bank, cooperative bank, 
loan assoc , bank, or credit 
or accounts inst 
state , or are protected and 
(3) st on s of ss, i.e., bonds, deben-
tures, notes and certificates, is by a domestic corpora-
tion in registered form, , if specified by regulation, 
other evidences of indebtedness issued by a domestic corpor-
ation of a type offered by corporations to public; 
(4} interest on 1, state, or local obligations, provided 
such interest is not tax under any other code 
{5) 
provisioni 
interest attributab to part 
established and maintained 
pursuant to federal law, 
shares in a trust 
a corporation established 
(6) interest by insurance companies on premiums, 
insurance policy proceeds that are le on deposit with 
a company, and policyholder dividends left on deposit with a 
company. 
To the extent an 
interest exc ion 
or accrued 
obligations or 
the interest on 
Current State Law 
Revenue and 
1 may 
rules, he 
Sect 17133 
interest under the net 
led to deduct interest 
to purchase or carry 
deposits or investments, 
exc ion. 
17142. 
st exclusion under its 
gross income for personal 
st state is constitu-
st on U.S. and 
st exc sion is intended to 
they borrow, since for 
50 
• 
itemizers interest income may be exc only to extent 
it exceeds consumer credit interest deducted. This appears 
consistent with current national i to promote economic 
growth by encouraging savings, to s inflation 
high interest rates 
Other an interest exc follow-
(a) a provision will offset to some extent current 
anti-saving, pro-consumption our tax structure. 
(b) It of rs a psychological 
sents a symbolic commitment 
savings and thrift. 
(c) It 11 promote capital 
tivity. 
{d) An exclusion is one way to of 
tion in eroding the value of 
More funds will be made avai 
tions the construction 
(f) Some argue that it is needed 
tion" of income arising from 
and wages and the taxation of 
ment of salary and wage income. 
repre-
and produc-
effect of fla-
"double taxa-
of sa 
2. State Tax Incentive Effect Small Compared to Federal 
Because of the markedly greater 
paid (federal rates range from 
1% to 11%), it is 
licy is more influential 
is state tax policy. 
of allowing a net 
savings, it is que 
1 provision wou 
incentive to save. 
1 taxes 
state rates 
federal 
behavior 
st exclusion is to 
whether state conformi-
any additional 
If Cali a conformed, the maximum possible for 
o filers would be a tax reduct of $99 ($900 exclusion 
at 11% marginal rate). Additional , for itemizers any 
reduction in state taxes wou be partly offset by higher 
federal taxes. 
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3. Equity Considerations 
An exclusion from gross income provides the greatest benefit 
to taxpayers the highest income brackets. For example, a 
$900 exclusion saves a taxpayer in the 11 percent bracket 
$99, while the same exclusion means only $45 to the taxpayer 
in the 5 percent bracket. 
4. Large Savings Needed to Benefit 
In 1978, the average amount of nonmortgage interest deducted 
by California itemizers was $1,150. Since for itemizers only 
taxpayers with savings greater than nonmortgage interest 
deductions can benefit from the net interest income exclu-
sion, the typical taxpayer will have to have interest from 
savings of over $1,000 before he can begin to benefit from 
the exclusion. Assuming approximately 10% interest could be 
earned from savings, a deposit of $9,000 would be needed to 
earn maximum tax free interest for typical couples. 
Prepared By: Ann Carlson 
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CHAPTER 4 
TAXATION OF DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST 
b. Partial Dividend Exc ion 
Summary of Differences Between State and Federal Law 
Federal law allows a dividend exclusion of $100 ($200 for joint 
returns). 
Cali taxes in full all dividends. 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
Conformity would produce a $20 million revenue loss 
in 1984-85 and thereafter. 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code Section 116. 
Individuals may exclude from gross income $100 ($200 on joint 
returns) of dividends received during the taxable year from dom-
corporations, including life and mutual insurance compan-
exclusion does not apply to dividends paid or credited by 
mutual savings banks, cooperative banks, domestic and federal 
loan associations, or federal unions, because 
se payments and credits are considered interest income. 
No exclusion is allowed for dividends received from exempt cor-
porations, real estate investment trusts and tax exempt savings 
certi s. 
Current State Law 
Revenue Taxation Code Section 17144. 
California taxes all dividend income under the personal income 
tax. 
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Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Rationale For Federal Exclusion 
The federal $100/$200 dividend exclusion was originally 
enacted in the 1950s. Proponents argue that the exclusion is 
necessary to mitigate somewhat the double taxation of divi-
dends (i.e., at the corporate level as earnings and again at 
the shareholder level as income). California never conformed 
to this provision, presumably because the smaller state tax 
minimizes the importance of the item, and because of revenue 
considerations. 
For 1981 only, the federal dividend exclusion was expanded so 
that taxpayers could exclude $200 ($400 on a joint return), 
and interest income could be included in the $200/$400 limit. 
The $100/$200 exclusion was reinstated and limited to divi-
dend income effective in 1982 and thereafter. 
2. Equity Considerations; Savings Per Taxpayer Relatively 
Small 
Higher income taxpayers will be the primary beneficiaries of 
a dividend exclusion because any exclusion from gross income 
provides the greatest benefits to taxpayers in the highest 
income brackets. 
A high income person in the 11% bracket who excludes $200 of 
dividend income saves $22 in taxes. 
A lower income person in the 3% bracket who excludes the same 
$200 of dividend income saves only ~ in taxes. 
3. Taxing Dividend Income Based on Ability To Pay 
A major theoret 1 underpinning of California's progressive 
income tax structure is that a taxpayer's tax burden should 
be based on his or her ability to pay. Some economists argue 
that dividends are a measure of income and thus of one's 
ability to pay, and, therefore, should be taxed. 
4. Higher Income Taxpayers Receive Majority of Benefits 
Taxpayers with AGI of $30,000 or more make up approximately 
21% of all individuals filing returns, yet would realize 74% 
of the tax benefits which would accrue from conformity to the 
dividend exclusion. The chart on the following page illus-
trates the percentage of tax benefits received based on 
income class: 
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EFFECT OF CONFORMITY TO DIVIDEND EXCLUSION 
Adjusted Gross 
Income Class 
$ 0 -
$ 10,000 -
$ 20,000 -
$ 30,000 -
$ 50,000 -
$100,000 -
$10,000 
$20,000 
$30,000 
$50,000 
$100,000 
Percentage of 
Total Returns 
34.9% 
25.1% 
16.2% 
15.1% 
4.8% 
.9% 
100.0% 
Percentage of 
Tax Benefits Gained 
1. 5% 
9.7% 
14.9% 
35.6% 
29.2% 
9.1% 
100.0% 
Source: Franchise Tax Board tax model 1981 returns 
5. Assembly and Senate Revenue and Taxation Committees 
Rejected Conformity in 1981 
During hearings on conformity to prov1s1ons contained in the 
Federal Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981, both the 
Assembly and Senate Revenue and Taxation Committees rejected 
conforming to the dividend exclusion. Additionally several 
bills have been introduced during the last few years to con-
form to the exclusion, all of which have been unsucessful. 
Prepared By: Ann Carlson 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME 
a. Military Exclusion 
Summary of Differences Between State and Federal Law 
California excludes from gross income up to $1,000 of military 
compensation received for services on extended active duty. 
Additional , California excludes from gross income up to $1,000 
of military pension and retirement pay and pay received for ser-
s other on extended active duty for taxpayers with 
adjusted gross income of $17,000 or less. 
Federal law contains no such provisions. 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
Franchise Tax Board estimates that conformity on both items 
would result in a revenue gain of $4 million annually. 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code - No Provision. 
1 subjects most military income to taxation with cer-
tain narrow exceptions, such as combat related pay. 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxation Code Sections 17138, 17139 and 17140. 
is excluded from gross income for the purposes of personal 
income taxes up to $1,000 per year of military pensions and 
rement pay, and up to $1,000 per year of income received for 
litary services other than extended active duty. These exclu-
phase down by 50¢ for every dollar of adjusted gross income 
$15 000, thus effectively eliminating the exclusions for 
with an usted gross income over $17,000. 
lly, California allows an exclusion from gross income of 
up to $1,000 per year of income received for extended active 
, regardless of income level. 
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Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Tax Policy Rationale for Military Exclusion 
The tax policy rationale for the general military exclusions 
appearing in California law since 1952 has never been clearly 
stated. By contrast, the state and federal exemptions 
allowed for specific sources of military income (e.g., for 
combat-related pay) are assumed to reflect congressional and 
legislative concern for the unusual sacrifices required of 
certain military personnel. 
Proponents of military pay exclusions argue that military 
personnel should be rewarded for their service to the country 
through preferential tax treatment. 
Proponents of the military exclusion also argue that Califor-
nia benefits economically from having a large population of 
military retirees living here, and state tax policy should 
recognize their contribution and provide incentives for 
retirees to continue to settle here. 
2. History of State Military Pay Exclusions 
From 1952 to 1971, the first $1,000 of all armed forces 
income (salary and retirement pay) was excluded from gross 
income. For the year of 1971 only, pension and retirement 
payments were made taxable. Under 1972 legislation, pension 
and retirement payments were again excluded, subject to the 
phase-out still in law today which reduces the exclusion for 
taxpayers with adjusted gross income over $15,000. 
3. All Other Pension and Retirement Income is Subject to 
Taxation 
Both state and federal law subject all pension and retirement 
income to taxation, except that California provides a limited 
military pension exemption. 
Is it equitable to partially exempt the retirement pay of one 
segment of the population without extending those tax bene-
fits to other taxpayers? 
Is there any evidence existing levels of military com-
pensation are so inadequate as to justify, in effect, addi-
1 compensation from the state? 
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4. Other Benefits For Military Personnel 
State and federal law provide a variety of benefits for 
active and retired military personnel which are not available 
to the general public. 
Some of these benefits are P.X. privileges (which offer 
discounted prices and sales tax exemption) , medical care 
benefits, veterans home loans at low st rates, the 
veteran's property tax exemption, and others. 
Prepared By: Ann Carlson 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME 
b. Allowance of Certain Holders 
Summary of Differences Between State and Federal Law 
State law exc s from gross income the expense allowances, not 
to exceed $10,000, of California's Constitutional Officers. 
1 law contains no such provision. 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
Conformity would produce and annual revenue gain in the 
$5,000 to $6,000 range. 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code - No Provision. 
Federal law contains no special exemption for the expense 
allowances of California's Constitutional Officers. 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxation Code Sections 17071 and 17132. 
11034 of the Government Code grants the Lieutenant 
Governor, Attorney General, State Controller, Secretary of State, 
Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Treasurer expense 
al s, in addition to travel expenses and their regular 
salaries, all ordinary and necessary expenses incurred in 
carrying out the functions and duties of office, including 
entertainment expenses, in an amount not to exceed $10,000. 
Ca fornia exempts these expense allowances from taxation. 
Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Purpose of State Exemption 
The state grants an exemption for the special expense allow-
ances of its Constitutional Officers in an attempt to par-
allel the treatment accorded ent~rtainment expenses of 
60 
private individuals (which are deductib 
ordinary business expenses). 
as neces and 
2. California Constitutional Officers' Pay Is Relatively 
Low 
The Attorney General in California makes $47,500 annually, 
and the remaining Constitutional Officers (excluding the 
Governor) make $42,500. Relative to citizens in the private 
sector who serve in positions with comparable responsibility 
and authority, these salaries are quite low. Additionally, 
many public sector officials receive higher salaries than the 
Constitutional Officers. AB 2187 (Papan) Chapter 803 of 1983 
provides a significant raise for Constitutional Officers; 
however, the raises will not be effective until January 1987. 
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Ch 
VALUATION OF INHERITED 
Current Law 
Interna Revenue 1014. 
s one major exception 
to use "alternate va 
a ) or pre 
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basis 
(the 
of fami 
farm or business property, for of the federal estate 
tax, that va must be used as the basis for income taxa-
tion instead of r market value on the date of 
death. 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxat Code Sections 18032 and 18033. 
California law has been similar to federal law, but there are 
important exceptions. Current state law, as interpreted by the 
Franchise Tax Board after repeal of the state inheritance tax 
(Proposition 6 of June 1982), departs from federal law in the 
following respects: 
Certain classes of inherited property permitted a stepped-up 
valuation in federal law are required to use carryover basis 
for California purposes. Carryover basis requires the heir's 
basis in the property to 1 the decedent's basis, which 
generally is lower than current fair market value. A lower 
value implies la capital gains upon sale or exchange, and 
lower deductions iation. The two categories of 
inherited property which now have carryover basis for state 
tax purposes are: 
a. The survivor's interest in a joint annuity. 
b. Property acquired the decedent "by reason of 
death, form of ownership, or other conditions". 
This includes joint property which automati-
cally reverts to the surviving tenant upon death of 
the other tenant. 
to enactment of ition 6, California allowed 
classes of 
1 law. (Re 
a stepped-up basis, consistent with 
Comment #8.) 
2. Surviving Spouses 
California does not 
ing spouse's own property 
bas s 
enactment of Propos 
of surviving spouses was 
, as does federal law, the surviv-
(that is, noninherited property) a 
of the spouse. (Prior to the 
6 in 1982, only a very narrow class 
allowed carryover basis). 
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3. 
I 
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1 
same 
tax, 
trans-
AB 343 
state 
sal 
on some 
the 
of this 
, disal-
The repeal of California's inheritance tax in 1982 has magni-
fied the differences in the way the state and federal govern-
ments tax transfers of wealth at death. California now col-
lects only a small "pickup" tax, a fraction of the federal 
estate tax. 
This has caused some observers to argue for increased state 
income taxes on inherited property, as a way to recapture 
some of the revenue lost in the inheritance tax repeal and to 
reimpose some state tax burden on the inheritance of wealth. 
Refer to Comment #6 for such a proposal. 
This approach would necessarily result in more income tax 
nonconformity, not less. However, it could be justified as a 
deliberate departure from federal policy in the overall area 
of death-related taxation. 
3. Equity Concerns Raised by Federal Treatment of Surviving 
Spouse Property 
The stepped-up basis rules in state law have, since 1975 
(with one narrow exception), applied to inherited property. 
By contrast, federal law includes in properties eligible for 
stepped-up basis the noninherited property belonging to the 
surviving spouse of a decedent where at least one-half of the 
whole community interest was included in determining the 
value of the gross estate for federal estate tax purposes. 
The effect of this provision is to allow a significant amount 
of property value to escape capital gains taxation, simply 
due to death of a spouse. Is this fair? Should, for exam-
ple, a 50-year-old widow or widower be able to sell all his 
or her appreciated property without capital gains taxation, 
while a 50-year-old divorced person or 50-year-old unmarried 
person would be liable for capital gains tax upon a similar 
sale? 
4. Federal Law Includes Fairness Feature 
Some inherited property can receive preferential treatment 
under the federal estate tax law by getting a lower valua-
tion than fair market value. This can occur under provisions 
allowing lower valuation for family-owned farm or business 
property. 
Currently, federal income tax law requires in these cases 
that stepped-up basis shall be that value. The rationale is 
that if heirs are to receive the estate tax benefits of lower 
property valuation, the basis of the property for income tax 
purposes should also be lowered. Otherwise, the taxpayer 
gets "the best of both worlds". 
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when 
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Committee on Taxat 
was as follows: 
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s never enacted into 
oversight in 1980 
provisions in 
major depart-
assets, by 
capital 
ing 
same 
basis". 
lifetime 
However, a great controversy immediate developed on the 
1 level over It represented a signifi-
cant tax increase 
assets. One of the 
who inherited capital 
major complaints was that many c 
stances it is toe decedent's basis in 
property. 
nating a basis in cases 
Also, see Comment #7 about 
ru s for desig-
not known. 
gifts.) 
In response, Congress postponed the operative date of the 
provision and ultimately repealed it in April 1980 as part of 
the Windfall Oil Profits Tax Act. California followed the 
federal lead, repealing the comparab state sion in 
SB 1598 (Holmdahl) 1250 of 1980. 
6. Should California Consider Reimposing Carryover Basis Rules? 
In light of the large revenue loss sustained by the state due 
to the repeal of the California Inheritance Tax Law in 1982 
($365 million loss in 1983-84, growing thereafter), and the 
tax savings realized by heirs, some observers recently have 
suggested California should consider requiring carryover 
basis on inherited property. For examp , s B. 
Anderson, an attorney writing in Continuing Education of 
the Bar Forum in June 1982 commented: 
While the language of Proposition 6 prohibits the 
imposition of a substitute for the ft and inheri-
tance taxes by the State Government or any of its 
political subdivisions, it s not prohibit the 
Legislature from modifying or eliminating rules 
regarding the adjustment of is of property 
received from a decedent. language 
of Propos 6 imposed "on 
gifts or on estate or inheritance of any person 
on or by reason of any transfer occurring by reason 
of death". This language would not appear to require 
that an adjustment of basis on property passing by 
reason of continue to The tax to 
be imposed in a case will not be incurred as 
the result of the transfer of the asset from the 
decedent to the person taking the property, but 
11 rather be sposition of the 
property by This is 
not a tax on property but on 
his subsequent property. The 
68 
if 
69 
state were 
is 
neces-
state 
dece-
Tax 
to the tax-
Fran-
is no 
over 
classes 
to 
reason for denying such 
of property now excluded 
Propos 6 repeal. 
By: El Worcester 
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Chapter 7 
CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION 
exclude 
on the sa 
more restrictive 
period, taxes 
a portion of a 
capital asset). 
has an 
dif rent-
In , state is more res in the amount of capi-
tal loss which can be deducted . 
The two laws are compared in Table 1 
Table 1 
"Small Business "Nonproduc- All Other 
Time Asset He Stock" tive Assets" Assets 
1 
1 to 3 
3 to 5 
Over 5 
State Federal State Federal State Federal 
ss 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
65 40 70 40 65 40 
0* 40 70 40 65 40 
0* 40 50 40 50 40 
if at the of sa the fair market 
controlled by the corporation does not 
market value of corporation (as 
at which the stock was sold). 
1 capital treatment (ho 
and treatment of losses) would 
ses ranging from $100 million to 
-~~--~~--~~ ludes the interactive effect 
The volatile nature of capital as 
shifts in capital income, which 
s a large range. 
, that is adopting the 
3-tier holding periods, 
(50% for assets held over 
loss in the $20 mil 
~------
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2-tier 
keeping our 
one year) would 
to $40 mil 
Current 
Internal Revenue 
Current 
Revenue 
assets, 
gain. 
21 1222, 1223(11). 
one 
tal losses ch can be 
to $3,000. 
one year a 
of over one 
18 5 , 18155, and 18162.5. 
a law now gives 
ss stock" less 
(same as 
one to 
from one to 
ss 
1) • 
other 
stock. 
ld 
years. 
Small business is defined as 
corporation which has the following 
of acquisition the taxpayer: 
domici or 
ifornia. 
ty issued by a 
st s at the time 
of business is 
o The total employment of the in the prior year 
is not more than 500 employees; however, if more than 50% 
of the outstanding securities are ld by another corpora-
tion, the employment of the controll corporation would 
be counted. 
The out issues of the 
on the New York Stock Exchange, the 
Exchange, or the National Associat 
ers Automated Quotation System. 
are not listed 
American Stock 
of Securities Deal-
e No more than 25% of gross revenues in the prior income 
year were obtained from rents, interest, dividends, or 
sales of assets. 
o The corporation is not engaged 
of holding land. 
Nonproductive assets are defined as: 
in the business 
o Precious or strategic metals, such as gold and silver. 
e Jewe or gems. 
e Objects of art. 
e Antique items. 
the amount of 1 s which can be 
income to $1,000. 
a decedent and sold five years of 
the decedent's will have a holding period of more than one 
year but less than five years. 
Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Arguments for Conformity 
Arguments ly ted for conforming to federal capital 
gains treatment include: 
a. Conformity to the federal level of capital gains exclu-
sion means simplified compliance for the taxpayer. 
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b. 
c. An 1 
treatment was 
realized ga 
reducing taxes, 
add res 
d. Perhaps most 
would have a ce 
stors. If 
income, he/she 
consumption 
Arguments 
tal gains 
a. 
gain was 
b. 
a' 
5 
1 assets 
ly increased 
(Some economists 
exclusions may do 
companies which 
mode zation, 
lders.) 
1 1 gains 
that much of 
further 
concern is more fully 
non con 
California law 
1 effect on 
discretionary 
switch current 
stments. 
to 1 capi-
treatment comes 
that a of the 
Wages and sala-
a taxpayer's 
sses fall into 
the tax 
than the 
business 
ital gains 
1 tax law 
1 gains does 
, the federal 
factor, 
minor "wind-
I 
c. Out-of-State Benefits 
d. 
The capital 
uals res 
realized 
gains provision affects 
California, 
to assets 
that the Cali 
the taxes of individ-
not gains are 
in California. 
are 
specific to Cali 
ions in general, 
Issue 
s might have 
ss operations, 
capital assets 
It that since of a gain 
may illusory due to inflation, 
gain ought to be taxed. In 's 
a gain will represent the added va 
This argument has some validity, 
light of two other factors: 
a portion of the 
economy, a portion of 
due to inflation. 
it must be viewed 
e Capital ga are taxed only realized. Each year 
that gains are accrued but not taxed, the foregone tax 
is ef ive reinvested to ially) generate 
future gains. 
e All other forms of income are subject to tax annually, 
despite the fact that they too are ject to fla-
tion. Just because capital gains are taxed only when 
realized does not mean that the unrealized gains over 
the years are subject to more flation than other 
types of income. 
following example, Taxpayer A's 
in bank, is eroded by the 
same manner as Taxpayer B's. Yet Taxpayer B pavs 
f the tax for an investment at the same 
interest rate, and has more capital at the 
fth year. This occurs because each year 
gains are unrealiz but not taxed, the 
is reinvested to generate future gains. 
1 gains investor has two advantages over 
person who invests in savings: (1) deferred 
tax on gains until realized (2) a preferential tax 
when ts are realized. 
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E 
Puts $10,0 0 
Year 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
$10,000 
10,623 
11 285 
11,988 
12,735 
13,528 
50% of 
on of $4,024. 
$332; tax 100~ 
Whether or 
to be an 
to Ca 
11 reverse revenue 
lars out of 
$ 77 
82 
87 
92 
98 
$436 
7% 
paying no 
a year rate in 
$10,000 
10,700 
1,449 
12,250 
3,107 
14,024 221* 
$221 
income, 
taxable = 
$442.} 
treatment proves 
the tax savings 
al taxed 
on the 
reduc-
income 
counter to 
by this 
exporting 
treasury. 
ins 
stock 
assets would 
be decreased. Is it appropriate to make such a large shift 
in state policy without waiting to evaluate the effects of SB 
690? Do the benefits of generalized conformity outweigh the 
advantages of incentives targeted to promote the growth of 
small, California-based enterprises? 
4. Purpose of State's Middle-Term Gain 
While in conflict with federal law, the intent of Califor-
nia's middle-term gain is to give the greatest tax relief 
from the appreciation of property to those persons holding 
property the longest. The person holding property less than 
a year is viewed as being primarily involved in speculative 
activity, while the person holding property over five years 
is basically motivated by long-term appreciation in value and 
income. The middle-~.-erm serves as a buffer between these two 
groups, and grants a "compromise" level of tax relief. 
The mid-term gain was adopted in 1971 as a part of then Gov-
ernor Reagan's tax program (AB lx, Bagley). 
5. Who Benefits 
Studies by the Franchise Tax Board show that most of the tax 
benefits of conformity will accrue to taxpayers in the high-
est income bracket. Of the total tax reduction, about 75% 
will benefit taxpayers with AGI of $50,000 or more. 
6. Recent Legislation 
AB 1445 (Naylor) of 1979 and AB 58 (Bergeson) and AB 262 
(Naylor) of 1981 proposed general conformity with federal law 
on the treatment of capital gains for state tax purposes. 
None of the three measures passed out of the Assembly Revenue 
and Taxation Committee. 
Prepared By: David R. Doerr 
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PENSION PLANS 
a 1 s IRAs) 
law provide tax s for the estab-
Retirement Accounts (IRAs) employees 
The major f rences are in the 
(1) Which employees are eligible to 
contributions to IRAs. 
(2) The maximum amount that may 
for contributions to an IRA. 
(3) The el ty of divorced 
contributions to IRAs. 
s to 
to take 
produce a 
dol r range. On-
Ilion range. 
to all 
level, 
llion 
provi-
s. Conforming to 
in Comment #6, would pro-
a thousand 
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Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code Sections 219 and 408. 
Federal law allows certain 
Individual Retirement Accounts, 
for doing so, as lows: 
to establish their own 
get certain tax advantages 
(1) Any employed or self-employed individual under the 
age of 70-1/2 may deduct the amount of contributions, 
not exceeding the sser of $2,000 or 100% of annual 
compensation. For two working spouses, the deduction 
is computed separately for each. 
(2) An employed or self-employed individual may also 
make contributions on behalf of a nonworking spouse, 
in which case the deduction cannot exceed the lesser 
of $2,250 or 100% of compensation. 
(3) Income earned from an IRA is exempt from tax until 
withdrawn from the account. 
Federal law allows any employed or self-employed person to take 
a deduction for IRA contributions, regardless of that person's 
coverage by an employer's retirement plan or self-employed plan. 
Divorced spouses are allowed to continue a spousal IRA if the 
account had been established at least five years prior to the 
divorce and the former spouse was allowed a deduction for that 
account in three of the five years. The amount of deduction is 
limited to the lesser of (a) $1,125 or (b) the sum of the taxpay-
er's compensation and alimony rece during the year. 
Numerous rules are provided with respect to investment of funds 
in IRAs, distribution of proceeds, taxation of benefits once 
distributed, excess accumulations, excess contributions, tax-free 
roll overs (transfers) of IRA assets, premature distributions, 
and others. 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxation 17272 and 17507. 
California's s to tax bene for contributions 
to IRAs are the law, 
(1) An employed 1 is not allowed a state 
deduction if he or she is an active participant 
1 s tax-sheltered 
ion plan. 
81 
Cali 
( 2) The 
( 3) 
the sser 
annual 
excess 
tions which 
1 
In 
reports were as 
82 
contribu-
ion because 
retirement plan. 
1981, Congress 
el ty as 
Committee 
ret 
amount 
IRA and 
California was 
through 1981. In 
federal ERTA, 
Committees 
ral 
conformity 
some state 
committees 
depos be de 
In that year, Assemb 
have provided 
and eligibility. However, 
of full con ty caused 
tax on any 
it is withdrawn 
taxpayers, the 
from IRA 
retirement. 
introduced AB 2516 which would 
to 1 IRA deduction levels 
concerns about the fiscal impact 
11 be to be amended con-
ference to retain present Cali 
taxation on income earned in IRA 
provisions, but to defer 
deposits up to the federal 
for the first two years by 
tax deduction (Chapter 1525 
levels. That bill was also 
a reduction in the allowable gas 
of 1982). 
3. Will Conformity Result in Increased IRA Savings? 
Because of the substantially 
pared to the state, it is 
tax has much more power to 
the state tax. State 
result in very little 
sons who were not a 
Information provided 
Treasury Department 
taken in much 
ry in 1981 
market re as 
to 
in IRAs 
estimate. 
1982, more than 
Treasury also s 
federal tax rates com-
agreed that the federal 
taxpayers' behavior than 
the IRA provisions may 
stment in IRAs by per-
federal change. 
Franchise Tax Board from the U.S. 
IRA deductions are being 
than estimated by the Treasu-
enacted. Based on a survey by a 
put some $40 billion 
the original 
• About 24% of 1 returns are an IRA ion. 
e Late returns 
• Cali 
the 
more 
83 
a 
u.s 
to have such deductions. 
frequency of taking 
total. 
5. 
Tax 
i 
for 
• amount inve 
amount 
IRA 
84 
search assoc 
IRA 
$ 3. 
rcent 
occurs 
st 
s, 
For 
con-
s 
In 1982, Assemblywoman LaFollette 
would have provided conformity on 
sion only. The 
posal, but 
(Sher) was 
and it inc 
introduced AB 3269 which 
the divorced spouse provi-
ly lined to the pro-
bill because AB 2516 
le moving at 
provis 
When AB 2516 underwent substantial amendment in conference at 
the end of the session (see Comment #2), the divorced spouse 
provision was inadvertently out. 
To conform to the federal 
level corresponding to our 
limit would be $850. 
Prepared Ellen Worceste 
spouse deduction at a 
deduct , the state 
85 
b. 
Internal 
PENSION 
Sect 401, 
I 
sser of $ ,000 
Section 415(c)). 
86 
p 
, can 
41 . 
amounts they 
1984, 
must meet certain 
a tax 
Numerous other ru s are set 
qualifications of plans. 
Current State Law 
ral with re to 
California conforms to all 1 s regarding self-employed 
retirement plans, except: 
(1) For defined p , the annual con-trib-u~t~i~o~n~~i-s~~~~~~~of $2,500 or 10% of earned 
income. 
(2) For defined bene t p , the maximum annual benefit an 
employee may receive is limited to the amount of annual 
compensation not excess of $25,000 plus a percentage 
of annual compensation based upon of the employ-
ee began. The percent-
ages and 
1 le Percentage 
of Annual Compensation 
30 or ss 3.5% 
35 2.8 
40 2.3 
45 1 8 
50 1.5 
55 1.2 
60 or over 1.0 
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Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Rationale for Federal Law 
has for many years 
to set as s 
However, in order to limit the extent 
can use tax-favored arrangements to 
the sets overall limits on 
Effective 1984, federal law will 
tion of retirement plans that treat 
whether corporate or noncorporate 
or for the self-employed. These 
1983 TEFRA. One of these changes 
mum Keogh plan contribution and bene 
in the description of current 
sions 
retirement. 
individuals 
for retirement, 
and bene s. 
taxa-
same, 
for employees 
enacted in the 
to raise the maxi-
levels to those cited 
above. 
2. California Has Not Conformed on Keogh Plans Since 1974 
Ever since 1974, when the federal self-employed retirement 
plan limits were raised above $2,500, California has been out 
of conformi with federal law. reasons for the 
nonconformity have been revenue consi and the recog-
nition that California tax rates are significantly lower than 
federal rates. Since 1974, federal maximums have been raised 
successively to $7,500, $15,000, now $30,000. 
In spring 1983, when considering to the 1982 
TEFRA, the Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee recommend-
ed conforming to the higher self-emp deduction limits, 
since conformity on other TEFRA items provided offsetting 
revenue gains. However, that provis was dropped when the 
revenue gain items were committed as partial funding for the 
re bill, SB 813. 
Cali has conformed to all 
accomplish parity among the 
plans. 
1 changes which 
of retirement 
3. Will Conformity Result in Increased Keogh Savings? 
Because of the substantially higher federal tax rates corn-
to state, it is general that the federal 
much more power to influence taxpayers' behavior than 
state tax. State conformity to the Keogh provisions may 
re in very little additional investment in self-employed 
retirement plans persons who were not already influenced 
the 1 change. 
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Encouraging the 
social purpose 
establishment of retirement programs serves a 
sions for 
es, provide for 
welfare or would 
95,000 Cali 
Keogh Plans. 
By encouraging 
capital will be 
economy. Since 
and loans and 
for housing 
assists individuals in making pro-
11, some circumstanc-
be dependent on 
Approximate 
ions to 
these plans, it is argued that 
11 of assistance to the 
are placed with savings 
they may provide capital 
California today. 
5. Benefits Concentrated in Middle and Upper Income Levels 
Tax benefits from Keogh p provisions are concentrated 
primarily among the middle and upper income classes. This 
occurs for two reasons: 
a. Any deduction s income provides the greatest 
b. 
ers 
benefits to taxpayers in highest income brackets, 
because with progressive tax rates the value of the 
exclusion rises with tax bracket of the taxpayers. 
For example: 
A high 
tributes 
A lower-
to increase 
channeling the 
income people 
65% of 
AGI of $40, 
11% bracket who con-
saves 55 in taxes. 
3% bracket who con-
$500 to a plan saves only 
"extra" 
speaking, the ones 
If the goal is 
re s no way to avoid 
rewards to those higher 
to divert to retirement 
were laimed by taxpay-
Prepared El Worcester 
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c. Simpli Employee Pens (SEPs) 
Summary of Differences Between State 1 Law 
To help employers provide retirement 
an arrangement less complex than a "quali 
both state federal law provide for S 
sions {SEPs). Under these plans, the employer 
tion to the employee's IRA. 
employees under 
rement plan," 
Employee Pen-
a contribu-
State and federal law are identical in 
respect to (1) the maximum contribution 
compensation taken into account, and {2) 
be taken for both SEP and IRA contribut 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
area, except with 
amount of 
deductions may 
The effect of conformity to federal SEP provisions 
is included in the estimate for for Keogh plans, Chapter 8.b. 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code Sections 219 ) (2), 404(h), and 408(k). 
Starting in tax year 1984, federal law 1 ts an employer's con-
tribution to a Simplified Pension Plan (SEP) to the lesser of 
$30,000 or 100% of the employee's 
Tax s for employee provide that the employer's contribu-
tion must included in the employee's gross income, and then 
may be deducted from gross income. The effect is a net wash on 
employee's income. However, the may also separately 
s own contribution to an IRA of to $2,000. 
Regarding the employer's tax consequences, employer is 
allowed to claim a deduction for the amount contributed to the 
's SEP. 
Numerous other rules apply as to timing of the employer's 
contribution, interaction of SEP contributions with rules apply-
to other employer retirement plans, and others. Also, feder-
al sets forth rules relating to scriminatory character 
of employer contributions, excess contributions tax, and others. 
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Current State 
Revenue Code Sections 17272(b) 17507 (a) (2). 
ses, an is to a maximum 
15% of the employee's 
squalified if the 
0 
(However, 
sser of or 
a SEP is not 
total is $30,000, to ral lev-
Like ral employee is requi to show the employer's 
contribution as an item of gross income and may also deduct it 
from gross income (both s at California maximum of 
$2,500), a net 
Unlike federal , Ca fornia law an employee whose 
employer contributes to a SEP on his taking an IRA 
deduction (refer to Chapter B.a. on IRAs), since the employee 
would be considered to be an "active participant" in another 
pension plan. 
The employer, for California purposes, may deduct only up to 
$2,500 even if the contribution that level. 
Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Rationale for Federal Law 
Federal upper 1 on SEP have historically 
set at the same level as the limits on self-
employed rement p (Keogh contributions. When 
ss changed the Keogh limit to $30,000 in the TEFRA of 
SEP 1 was accordingly. 
2. Conformity Policy Considerations Linked to IRA and Self-
Employed Conformity Issues 
If California were to 
retirement 
state SEP level wou 
of issues. 
Worcester 
9 
conform to federal sel 
ls, a change in the 
The state's present SEP 
current state self-
$2,500. Refer to Chapter 8.b. on 
of issues. 
federal IRA rules allowing 
rement plans to take IRA 
to make a similar change 
8 a. on IRAs for discussion 
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Income averaging 
tax years if 
federal law 
occurs in 
minor f 
Conformity 
million to 
Chapter 9 
INCOME AVERAGING 
lows individuals 
fluctuates from 
income 
used to compute 
scribed low 
annual 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code Sections 1301, 3 
Federal law 
be compared 
se 
1. 
2 A tax is 
3. A tax is 
of 
4. The dif between taxes 
5 
#3, above, is multiplied by 5 to 
averageab income. 
total tax is the sum 
and tax #4 on the 
93 
sses 
303, and 1304. 
year may 
amount one-
under #2 and 
tax on the 
on se amount #2 
income. 
taxable 
ave 
c zens 
year are el 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxat 
18244. 
tax 
ave 
any 
The major areas 
Tax rel 
s 
2. 
1 Percent 
state 
9 
current year's income 
computations of 
s al 
period 
make the 
s 
into 
ustments community earned 
were separate 
of U. S. during the com-
bene ts of income averaging. 
f 
18241 18242, 18243, and 
of income to provide 
fluctuating income. Income 
were nonresidents at 
four years nor 
self-supporting. 
1 law are: 
current year's 
(as opposed to the 
of 120%). 
that averagea-
for the 
133% of the aver-
not conformed, pri-
revenue loss 
2. De of Base 
a. 
b. 
c. 
average income 
to the 
taxable income) 
Franchise Tax 
number of 
ing. 
wage-earner 
95 
Income sue 
state 
two, a b 
income is 
s al 
) , 
structure 
state is 
of 
same. 
excluded for any of 
was derived from 
back to 
ustments are sometimes 
income, 
income. 
ustments. It is 
is 
the 
from averag-
number of two 
An 1-year son 
Personal Income Tax INCOME AVERAGING 10-Year Comparison By 
Income 
Year 
Income 71-198 
r 
of 
Returns 
Total 
Tax Average 
s s 
Percent 
Change 
in Number 
of Returns 
1971 .••.... 82 994 ..• $1 ,134,898 ..• $146 •....... +24.6 
1972 •.. 1 8 0 0 .• 19,014,246 .• 176 •.••...• +30.1 
973 ••••. 2 ,559 ... 26 669,303 •.. 214 •...... +15.3 
1974 ••.•.. 175,698 .. 30,906,613 •.. 176 •......• +41.1 
1975 •..••• 208,358 ..• 32,648,754 ••. 157 •...•... +18.6 
1976 .••.•. 275,253 •.. 46 645,304 ... 169 .•...•.. +32.1 
1977 •..••. 355,858 ..• 70,691, 29 .•. 199 .•.••... +29.3 
1978 .••••. 360,271 •.. 69 01,142 ••• 193 ••..•... + 1.2 
1979 .•.••• 448,268 •.• 87,895,271 .•• 196 .••••.•• +24.4 
1980 ....•. 530,846 •.. 96,577,053 ••. 182 •..••••. +18.4 
1981 •...•• 629,757 ... 99 318,000 ..• 158 ••.•..•. +18.6 
The 630,000 
returns. 
using averaging had 
The average benefit of those 
to average benefit for 
96 
1 
federal law in 
lized and 
with these 
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Chapter 10 
PREFERENCE TAX/ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX 
Both the state and federal government 
tax which taxes income (known as pre 
otherwise be tax exempt. The structure 
different. Cali 
fied tax 
tax uses a 
California law, 
for the regular 
law 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
According to se Tax Board 
adopting the federal alternative 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Sections 55, 57, 
for an a 
s tax under 
tax under the 
a supplemental income 
) which would 
two taxes is very 
tax on speci-
rates. The federal 
than in 
as a substitute 
California 
net impact of 
tax is unknown. 
58. 
The federal 
statutes, 
the higher of the two. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
by adding tax 
income (AGI), then 
amount, a further 
) is permitted. 
at a 20% rate 
are to AGI under the 
tax are: 
Amount of capital 
ion over 
z of pollution 
Acce 
Rapid 
otherwise permitted deprec 
letion in excess 
Intangible ling costs of 
excess of cost amortization; 
98 
line; 
control equipment over 
of cost; 
1, gas and geothermal in 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
minimum 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
exercise 
price, 
Current 
and wagering 
The estate tax; 
Qualified 
Other interest to 
Medical expenses 
A taxpayer paying 
benefits of nonre 
credit. There are 
operating losses. 
Current 
Revenue and Taxat 
17063, 17063.2, 17 3 4 
17064.7. 
California imposes an n 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
development expenditures, maga-
expenses, and research and exper-
excess of a 10-year straightline 
rest; 
all-savers and net interest 
exclusion; 
received upon 
over the exercise 
ference income computing 
contributions, casualty 
the extent of net investment income; 
10% of AGI. 
minimum tax cannot obtain the 
other than the foreign tax 
s for computations of net 
17062, 10762.1, 17062.2, 
17064.5, 17064.6, and 
tax on ference income. 
items which afford the 
terms of reducing the amount 
income tax. These items are: 
99 
rty excess of 
excess of the usted 
costs; 
ing property; 
ions (repre-
at option price 
) ; 
not taxed under 
on sale of an 
0 50,000 ch are deducted 
• 
Preference tax rates are on a sl ng scale at half the 
regular income tax rates, 0.5 percent to 5.5 percent. Preference 
tax brackets are not indexed. The ference tax exemption is 
$4,000 for s sons and $8,000 s. 
1. Rationale for Federal Law 
In the Tax Equity and Fiscal Re 
1982, Congress abandoned its prior 
add-on and a minimum tax, and moved 
expanded a ive minimum tax. 
According to the Congressional 
Congress amended the present 
ibility Act (TEFRA) of 
1 system of both an 
to exclusive use of an 
on TEFRA, 
provisions applying to one 
overriding objective: no with sub-
stant 1 economic income should be able to 
avoid all tax liability by exc ions, 
deductions and credits. these pro-
visions provide incentives for worthy goals, 
they become counterproductive when individuals 
are allowed to use them to avoid virtually all 
tax liability. The ability of high-income 
individuals to pay little or no tax undermines 
respect for the entire tax and, thus, 
for the incentive provisions themselves. There-
fore, Congress provided an alternative minimum 
tax which was intended to that, when an 
individual's ability to pay taxes is measured 
by a broad-based concept of income, a measure 
which can be reduced by on a of the incen-
sions, tax liabil i at least a min-
of that broad measure. The only 
allowed, other than costs of producing 
for important personal or unavoid-
s (housing st, medical 
casualty losses) or for charitable 
, the deduction of which already 
is limited to a percentage of ss income. 
The the minimum tax also simplify 
's computations, since the present 
law add-on minimum tax is repealed. This change 
actually provides tax reductions for many 
middle~income taxpayers who pay a imum tax 
100 
on some preference income but also have substan-
tial amounts of non-preference income. By adding 
all preferences into the base of the alternative 
minimum tax and focusing the minimum tax on high 
income individuals, the provision increases tax 
liability income classes of taxpayers 
with over $50,000 of income. 
2. Rationale for Maintaining Separate California Preference 
Tax Provision 
California originally enacted the tax on preference income for 
many of the same reasons that Congress enacted the provision at 
the federal level. 
The provision ensures that persons who shelter income through 
various exclusions and deductions pay some minimum level of 
income tax. 
Many of the preference items are the same. Federal law includes 
more items of preference than California law, but does not 
include the "farm loss" provisions of state law which limits the 
use of farm losses as a tax shelter device. 
The California law is simpler, in that it does not require as 
many computations. 
Prepared By: David R. Doerr 
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ESTIMATED TAXES 
state and federal law generally 
taxes if withholding does not 
tax payment the tax years. 
to determine whether a 
estimated payment 
s 1 of a dec 
requires only a payment. 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
Conformity to higher federal 
required estimated tax payments 
a cash flow basis by $40 million 
in 1985-86. 
Current Federal Law 
Internal Revenue Code Sections 5153 
1 is that at 
paid through 
1 lized if 
s unless any of 
re payment of quarterly 
6654. 
a certain level 
fferent 
from the 
st.ate law 
, while feder-
for 
on 
lion 
an individual's 
lding or esti-
are met: 
( ) did not have any tax 1 li 
(2 
tax year a U. s. 
{Sect ) ) • 
$ 00 
$400 
$500 in 
tax in the current 
1983 
1984 
1985 and therea 
For taxpayers fil 
amounts are one-half of the 
103 
is less 
, the 
(Section {6654 (f)). 
{3) 
(4) Total 
taxes 
the 
annualized 
1 law 
, the 80% 
equal actual 
6654(d) (1}). 
(5) Total est taxes paid to date equal or exceed 
90% of tax 
earned t.o date 
would be on total income 
( 6654(d) (3)). 
(6) Total estimated taxes paid to date equal or exceed 
the total amount of tax that be due if 
est tax was by this year's rates 
and exemptions and the and other facts 
from last year's return (Section 6654 (d) (4)). 
Federal law does not require 
mated taxes, but of e 
Current State Law 
Revenue and Taxation Code 
18680.5, 18685.8 and 18685.9. 
California 
ed tax, unless 
{1) The actual tax 
current is $100 
rson 
( 2) 80% 
was 
( 3) 
(4) 80% of 
year consists 
a correct 
Cali s 
is 66-2/3%. 
ling of a declaration of esti-
taxes is required. 
1 415, 18435, 18553, 18556, 
to pay estimat-
following: 
year or the 
or less ($50 a married 
) . 
for year 
IS 
for current year is 
) . 
s fishermen, the 80% test 
1 4 
• 
Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Rationale For Federal Provisions 
, the Federal Government s set up an 
e tax payment system to ensure persons with 
income not subject to withholding are roughly in the same tax 
boat as are individuals who are ect to withholding. The 
exceptions exempt low-income taxpayers, and recognize that it 
is difficult for all taxpayers to make estimates that are 
100% accurate. 
2. Rationale For State Estimated Tax Provisions--Eliminate 
Overwithholding 
Shortly after the adoption of the original state estimated 
tax payment program, which accompanied adoption of with-
holding in 1971, the state estimated tax program began to 
create havoc with a number of taxpayers who did not have to 
make estimated tax payments for federal tax purposes. 
Because of the progressivity of the state tax and because of 
the use of tax credits, many two-earner couples found that 
state withholding tables did not compensate for the two-
earner status and thus they were thrown into the estimate 
program for state taxes. 
As a result, the state added an exception to the estimated 
tax program excusing persons from requirement where 80% 
of their adjusted gross income was attributable to wages 
subject to withholding (AB 1580, Gon s, Chapter 76 of 
1974) 
3. Complexity 
of inst withho at the state level was 
state cash flow and tax compliance, but 
the number of rs in the quarterly esti-
, since its requirements are confusing and com-
Cali a's current estimated payment rules accomplish this, 
not only by eliminating certain two-earner couples and others 
estimated payment requirement, but also because the 
rules are brief and simple compared to federal rules. 
On the other hand, it could be argued that there could be 
simplicity gains for taxpayers by conforming, even though 
federal rules are complicated, because there would be only 
one set of estimated tax rules to comply with. ----
PREPARED BY: David R. Doerr 
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CHAPTER 12 
NET OPERATING LOSSES 
State 
of net 
s 
Federal law al 
losses . 
January 1, 
losses 
the first 
all bus ses to 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
con 
basis, the estimated 
options are 
seal Year 
OPTION #1 
Carryforward 
1984-85 
1985-86 
986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
OP'riON #2 
1984-85 
985-86 
86-87 
1987-88 
1988-8 
Source: 
Individual 
Only 
$ 0 
44 
82 
115 
141 
and 
$ 0 
107 
164 
194 
202 
sized that the 
the sea 
See Attachment 
107 
$ 
0 
8 
164 
48 
33 
0 
270 
76 
627 
725 
and 
carryover 
1 
forward 
of two poss 
lions) : 
Total 
$ 0 
126 
246 
363 
474 
$ 0 
377 
640 
821 
927 
No in prior 
See Comment #5. 
of economic condi-
of NOL conformity 
of assump-
Current Federa 
Internal Revenue 
The 
Current State 
6 2 ) • 
ss or 
states and trusts. 
ru s 
Investment Trusts 
1 
4343.9. 
s 
a 
losses 
for 
or 
• 
e The loss may be carried 
following the year the loss wa 
shall be carried to the earl st 
The 
by 
apply. 
A "new small business" does not 
corporation which, tax 
s its assets 
operating loss then 
under a new name. 
sses, 
corporation 
group or which 
Policy Issues of Conformity 
Proponents of state con 
ward and carryback NOL provis 
justification conformity: 
• To preclude what is tantamount 
rather than income. 
and deny 
effective rate 
over a large 
nominal rate and would 
capital below might 
Cali 
operating 
businesses. 
new small 
rate of return.) 
109 
r 
1 for-
following as 
tax on capital 
profitable 
carrybacks, the 
income from 
would exceed the 
of return on 
the fa 
tting iness 
" their incomes, 
investment 
ls are more 
or venture capital 
11 allow net 
new small 
carryforward to 
1) 
2) 
To create a more 
sses California 
development of 
most 
small 
which 
generat.ion. 
, allowing 
sses, fe 
and allowing loss 
help to reduce the 
The revenue 
the several 
small 
particular to 
new small businesses. The 
loss carryover new 
of taxation 
iples, under which 
operate, unduly penalizes 
al losses but 
and job 
ten new bus sses fail, 
businesses may 
to the federal 
would be in 
3. Loss Carryover Could Encourage Inefficient Bus ss 
Operations 
Loss carryover provisions assist, through the tax system, 
firms that otherwise might out of business because of 
inefficiency or changing market condit s. 
NOL also creates a potential a market to develop which 
trades in "tax loss" corporations. Corporations with 
substantial ss carryovers can be attractive acquisitions 
for pro le corporations because of ir potent 1 for 
lowering the taxes of s the tax loss. Firms 
which otherwise of 
inef or 
solely as 
business. 
4 
When the federal government 
r of net 
purpose of ng 
which pre s 
1 0 
1 
or 
s been for the 
federal tax 
ly lower 
are subject to the 
of 1 percent to 11 
rate is 9.6 percent. 
do business 
subject to worldwide 
For corporations, 
" losses to 
overall tax 
liabilities. For mu istate and 
Franchise Tax Board estimates 
tax rate is about 2 percent to 3 
interaction {which would cut it 
percent). 
Given the California tax 
the state in determin 
great a need in California for 
of carryover provisions as 
Section 6 of Article XVI of 
prohibits the Legislature 
funds. In a May 9 1983 
concluded that: 
A bill providing 
operating losses 
income tax and bank and 
in conformity with federal 
or income years preceding 
ment would not be const 
of the prohibition against 
moneys prescribed by Sect 
of the California Constitution, 
change in tax liability for 
would serve a pub c 
However, is believed that 
permissible. No change in 
the bill's enactment would 
tted to tax a 
6 
As il 
the 
reported 
revenue 
would 
laws 
1 corporations, 
state corporate 
fore federal 
as 46 
deductibility of 
taxes, is there as 
averaging" aspect 
federal law? 
Constitution 
fts of publ 
Counsel 
s enact-
1, light 
s of public 
of Artie XVI 
years 
would be 
years prior to 
carryback would be 
enactment. 
Because the tax treatment of net ope losses is 
fundamental to all bus sses and income-producing 
activities, wou be unwise to different rules 
corporate taxpayers versus proprietorships 
1 1 1 
-.L-
for 
and 
partnerships. The tax system should be neutral as to 
taxpayers' choices on form of business organization. Thus a 
decision for or against conformity on NOL should be made for 
both taxes, or decision on both should be postponed until a 
study on corporation conformity issues is undertaken. 
Prepared By: Ann Carlson 
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The following is the Franchise Tax 
effect of NOL conformity: 
The trend of total losses reported 
tax returns is as follows: 
Income Year 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
Personal 
$ 298,228 
299,718 
479,345 
466,838 
422,072 
533,568 
490,138 
860,150 
1,370,940 
1,725,222 
As you can see by the above trend, 
ses, especially for the last 
points out the hazards of projecting 
Using the above table, the maximum 
years from allowing a net operating 
been: 
Income Year 
1979 
1980 
1981 
Individual* 
(mil 
$ 69 
110 
138 
ana is of the fiscal 
$393 
496 
3 
1 corporation 
$2 096,002 
2,296,451 
2,756,614 
3,309,292 
2,891,882 
2,889,834 
3,246,434 
4,091 173 
5,171,170 
7,846,776 
in net operating 
is remarkable and 
on state revenue. 
'I'otal 
$462 
606 
891 
s future 
would have 
*Based on 8% marginal tax rate. 
**Based on 9.6% tax rate. 
If we assume that the growth in sses to 1984 and future years 
is 8% per year then the accrued loss wou be as follows: 
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Accrual Loss* 
Fiscal Individual CorEoration Total 
11 s} 
1984-85 $145 $ 870 $1,015 
1985-86 157 940 1,097 
1986-87 170 1,097 1,267 
1987-88 183 1,185 1,368 
*After reduction for the net operating loss 
carryover allowed by AB 32 for new small 
businesses. 
Option #1: Carryforward Only 
If a net operating loss carryforward of 15 years is allowed and 
we assume that: 
1. 90% of the individual losses would be realized within 5 
years. 
2. 75% of the corporation losses would be realized within 15 
years. 
3. The carryover benefit would be distributed over the 
succeeding years using the sum of the years digits method 
of accounting. 
Then the estimated revenue s under allowing a net operating 
loss carryover wou as follows: 
Cash Loss* 
Fiscal Year Individual Coq~oration Total 
llions) 
1984-85 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 
1985-86 44 82 126 
1986-87 82 164 246 
1987-88 1 5 248 363 
1988-89 141 333 474 
net 
32 
Option #2: Carryforward and Prospective Carryback 
carry 
assumptions: 
1. The 
fol 
and a 
llowing 
l losses would be realized according to the 
schedule: 
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1.1 For 1984, 90 percent o the losses would be realized 
within 5 years using the sum of years digits for 
loss carryforward only. 
1.2 For 1985, 40 percent 
one year and 51 
years. 
1.3 For 1986, 40 percent of 
back one year, 20 
years, and 33 percent 
1.4 For 1987 and following 
carried back one year, 
years, 10 percent carried 
percent carried forward 5 
carried 
5 
would be 
back two 
, and 25 
2. The corporation losses would 
following schedule: 
realized according to the 
2.1 For 1984, 75 percent of 
within the 15 year carry 
of the years digits method 
2.2 For 1985, 20 percent 
back one year and 60 
years. 
2.3 
2.4 
For 1986, 20 percent of 
back one year, 10 percent 
and 55 percent carried 
For 1987 and following 
carried back one year, 
years, 5 percent carried 
losses would be realized 
rd using sum 
would be carried 
forward for 15 
would be carried 
two years, 
15 years. 
20 percent would be 
rcent carried back two 
, and 55 
percent forward 15 years. 
Then the revenue loss from allowing net 
and carryback wou be: 
Fiscal Year 
1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
Cash Loss* 
Individual 
(mill 
$ 0 
107 
164 
194 
202 
$ 0 
270 
476 
627 
725 
*After reduction for the net 
carryover allowed by AB 32 
businesses. 
115 
loss carryover 
Total 
$ 0 
377 
640 
821 
927 
Options #1 and #2 
hypothetical as 
because of erroneous 
cycles. 
al 
116 
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SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS 
Summary of Differences Between State and Federal Law 
Federal law provides, for certain el 
corporations, that the corporation is 
the income is taxed to the shareho 
such provision. 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
and 
law has no 
Conformity would produce General 
follows (in millions): 
revenue losses as 
Personal 
Income 
Fiscal Year Tax Tax 
1984-85 $31 
1985-86 35 
1986-87 41 
1987-88 48 
These estimates are probably conservat 
See Attachment for explanation of as 
Source: Franchise Tax Board. 
Current Federal Law 
Total 
47 $ 78 
51 86 
55 96 
60 108 
Internal Revenue Code Sections 183a, 13 1-1368 and 1371-1379. 
present federal Subchapter S 
sses are exempt from taxation 
and certain passive income 
, lders of the el 
a manner similar to the tax computat 
rship. The eligible small bus 
corporations) act as a conduit, through 
ses, deductions, and credits of the 
to the shareholders. These items are 
sis, in the computation of the tax 1 
stockholders of the corporation, 
holder has received a dividend from 
118 
share-
(1) 
2 
3 
( ) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
CurrPnt 
A small 
normal 9 
s 
Has 
Has 
and 
Has 
f s 
I S 
S" trPatment 
t any 
Policy Issues of Conformity 
1. Rationale For Federal Provisions 
In enacting federal "Subchapter 
Congress, through its Committee 
" •.. permits businesses to se 
organization desired, without the 
account major differences in tax 
In addition, Congress believed 
shareholders to report their 
corporate income, in lieu of a 
substantial aid to small business .. The 
be of substantial benefit to small 
losses for a period of years where there 
offsetting these losses against le 
corporate level, but the shareholders 
income which can be offset aga these 
in 1950s, 
that this 
of business 
of taking into 
II 
sion will also 
ions realizing 
way of 
at the 
have other 
losses". 
A major goal of federal law is 
small business corporation as 
to treat shareholders of a 
and the corporation as 
a partnership for the purpose of 
the losses and allocating other 
corporation. 
income, deducting 
attributable to the 
2. Number of California Subchapter S Corporations 
In 1980, approximately 47,000 Cali 
Subchapter S treatment for 1 
a corporations elected 
tax purposes. 
Under new 1982 rules, more shareholders are permi , so 
there likely will be more corporations e ing Subchapter S 
treatment. 
3. Advantages of Subchapter S Treatment 
Subchapter S affords several major 
as follows: 
a. Greater Corporate Net Income 
The right to elect Subchapter S tax 
the owners of a business to 
without tax (except the minimum tax) 
means that there is more net income 
to distribute to shareholders. 
s to taxpayers, 
treatment permits 
a corporate form 
on income. This 
f the corporation 
b. Ordinary Income Deduction for Losses 
The Subchapter S election makes sible the 
owners to immediately incorporate a new siness which 
anticipates losses in its early The election may 
120 
be e a 
passed 
them on 
the losses may be 
to be deducted by 
An electing may be used as a method of 
dividing income among a family group; that is, of 
shifting income from to lower tax brackets and 
thereby ing total fami tax burden. This may 
be accomp shed by transferring stock to lower income 
members of the family such as minor children. However, 
splitting between is not rmitted. 
d. Limited Liability 
The Subchapter S election gives qualifying businesses 
the opportunity to choose the corporate form for nontax 
reasons, such as limited liability, while effectively 
adopting the partnership form tax purposes. 
e. Capital Gains 
If the Subchapter S corporation realizes long-term 
capital gains, part of it can go untaxed, under rules of 
personal income tax law, because the gains are passed 
through to the shareholders. In California bank and 
corporation , corporate capital gains are taxed fully 
as ordinary income. 
4. Would Allow Increased Opportunities For Sheltering 
Income 
Serious concern s been 
federal levels recently about 
"abusive tax ",i.e., 
purpose of taxes 
ssed at both the state and 
the prevalence of so-called 
those designed with the primary 
than producing pro s. One 
of the most common vehicles 
limited partnerships, where 
of abusive tax lters has been 
the partnership are u to 
partners. Legis was 
and deductions incurred by 
other income of the 
Connelly, and AB M. Waters) 
1983 (AB 1086, 
designed to limit the 
abili of o sa s, wages and other 
Neither of those bills were income with losses. 
success 
Enactment 
increase 
salary 
treatment at the state level would 
121 
s to shelter wage and 
sses and deductions. 
5. "Small Businesses" Are Not Necessarily Small 
Subchapter S was enacted to allow small corporations an 
Federal law is not election not to be taxed as 
really limited to "small" business 
it is available to a business of 
business has 35 or fewer shareho 
purposes, then, the term "small bus 
number of shareholders and not to 
Therefore, a very successful 
profits would qualify simply because 
shareholders. 
, however, as 
ze as long as the 
For Subchapter S 
ssn relates to the 
of the business. 
substantial 
35 or fewer 
6. Conformity Would Be a Major Departure From California 
Tax Policy on Corporate Capital Gains 
Up until 1982, California had never preferential 
treatment of capital gains for corporations. Those 
businesses have always been required to reflect the entire 
amount of any capital gain or loss as ordinary income. 
In AB 2595 of 1982, a small was enacted which 
allows corporate investors in small businesses to 
take capital gains treatment. This will apply to income 
years beginning on and after January 1, 1985, but will not 
apply to stock issued or purchased a January 1, 1990. 
Conformity would represent a further 
long-standing policy, and may result further 
extend capital gains preferences to other kinds 
holdings. 
7. Recent Tax Relief For Small sses 
from that 
proposals to 
of corporate 
In the past several years, a 
which substantially he small 
California. 
tax rel f programs 
been enacted in 
Most of these programs have no counterparts at the federal 
level. Shou the overall level and of taxes on small 
businesses be taken into account considering further tax 
relief such as Subchapter S treatment? 
These 
a. 
or recent state tax rel f 
Capital Gains. No capital 
on gains from small business 
or more (SB 690, Presley, 1981; 
1982). 
122 
are: 
tax will be imposed 
held for 3 years 
AB 2595, Deddeh, 
c. 
Both state and 
loans, 1 
The federal ERTA 
small bus ses. 
Legislation 
law has 
1861, Knox, 1971; 
AB 1470, Kel 
1983) None o 
) . 
California 
sessions (AR 
874, 1 1979~ 
2; AB 674, Are s 
se measures were success 
Doe 
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ATTACHMENT 
The following is Franchise Tax Board's detailed analysis of the 
fiscal effect of Subchapter S conformity: 
Federal data reported in the Statistics of Income for Individual 
Income Tax returns show the following growth in returns with 
Small Business Corporation income. 
Net Profit Net Loss 
Income Year Number Amount Number Amount 
(thousands) 
1979 424 $5,258,402 286 $3,026,718 
1978 404 5,025,859 247 2,741,053 
1977 375 4,196,047 253 2,222,914 
1976 389 4,050,489 254 2,174,503 
1975 361 3,770,031 237 1,710,260 
1974 347 3,914,405 206 1,337,879 
1973 339 3,400,003 176 1,264,064 
1972 333 3,140,246 164 1,027,959 
Note that small business profits increased by 67% from 1972 to 
1979 while losses increased by 194%. 
If we assume: 
1. The growth in small business profits is 8% per year. 
2. The growth in small business losses is 16% per year. 
3. The ratio of federal taxpayers with California addresses is 
6% of all taxpayers as indicated by the 1979 Statistics of 
Income, Individual Income Tax Returns. 
4. Small business capital gains are passed through to the 
investors who will receive their favorable treatment rather 
than being taxed as ordinary income for the corporation. 
5. Small business corporations will continue to pay the $200 
minimum tax. 
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Then the est ss 
s s 
Year Total 
984-85 $ s 
1985-86 3 
1986-87 41 96 
1987-88 48 108 
* Assumes that 
other 
rate of 8% 
** Assumes avo Bank 
Corporation taxation of 9.6%. 
If small bus are the 
$200 minimum tax, the revenue loss 
be sed by $8 
It should be 
minimum likely revenue 
the Subchapter S sion 
liberalized provisions which shou 
in the number of these small bus ss 
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CHAPTER 14 
DEPRECIATION AND ACRS 
a. Depreciation: All Properties 
Summary of Differences Between State and Federal Law 
For properties placed in service after 1980, federal law gener-
ally requires use of the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS), 
a rapid write-off method. California does not use ACRS, and 
continues to allow the depreciation methods used for pre-1981 
property • 
For properties placed in service before and during 1980, state 
and federal law are generally the same, except California does 
not permit use of the "ranges" in asset lives above and below the 
standard class life in the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) system. 
Fiscal Effect of Conformity 
Full conformity to federal ACRS provisions in both the 
personal income and bank and corporation taxes, effective 
in 1984 and thereafter, would produce revenue losses as 
as follows (in millions): 
1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 
$ 250 $ 500 $ 750 
Franchise Tax Board is unable to determine how much of 
these losses would be attributable to the personal 
income tax versus the bank and corporation tax. 
Background - What Is Depreciation? 
Depreciation deductions allow taxpayers to recover their capi-
tal investments in assets over the useful lives of those assets, 
by deducting reasonable allowances for the exhaustion, wear and 
tear of property. 
Depreciation is allowed for property used in a trade or busi-
ness or for the production of income, including most kinds of 
tangible property and improvements to real property; farm 
buildings, machinery and other physical assets; and certain 
intangible assets (e.g., copyrights, licenses, franchises). 
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